2021 World Architecture Day Events:
“Clean Environment for Healthy World” Online International Conference
Monday, 4 October 2021, 6.00 pm (GMT+3)

UCTEA Chamber of Architects of Turkey continues its “2021 World Architecture Day” events with a second online international conference on this Monday, 4 October 2021 at 6.00 pm (GMT+3). In accordance with UIA’s theme of the year, “clean environment for healthy world”, this event series address housing, public spaces and global environmental issues in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic for contributing to the global conversation on the 2030 Development Agenda. UCTEA CAT and UIA collaborate on this event, moderated by Aysen Ciravoglu, in which Natalie Mossin and Fani Vavili Tsinika will deliver online presentations. Natalie Mossin (Head of Institute of Architecture and Technology at the Royal Danish Academy and Vice-President of the UIA) will present under the title of “Architecture’s Contributions to a Healthy World Through the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals”. Fani Vavili Tsinika’s (Prof. at School of Architecture Aristotle University Thessaloniki, Chairwoman UIA Greek Section, UIA Council Member, and Executive Member of UIA-PHG) presentation is titled as “Healthy Cities in Climate Change Era”. The event will take place on the Zoom platform, click here to register.

* Zoom participants will have the options of English (original) and Turkish (translation) languages. Live broadcasting will only be available in Turkish, on the the Chamber of Architects’ Youtube channel named “TMMOB Mimarlar Odasi”.

2021 World Architecture Day Events:
“Clean Environment for Healthy World” Online International Conference
Moderator: Ayşen Ciravoğlu  
*Prof. Dr., YTU, UIA Council Member, Board Member of the Chamber of Architects of Turkey*

Speakers:

**Natalie Mossin**  
*Head of Institute of Architecture and Technology at the Royal Danish Academy, Vice-president of the UIA*  
“Architecture’s Contributions to a Healthy World Through the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals”

**Fani Vavili Tsinika**  
*Prof. at School of Architecture Aristotle University Thessaloniki, Chairwoman UIA Greek Section, UIA Council Member, Executive Member of UIA-PHG*  
"Healthy Cities in Climate Change Era"

(Turkish) on YouTube: “TMMOB Mimarlar Odası” [www.youtube.com/tmmobmimarlarodasi](http://www.youtube.com/tmmobmimarlarodasi)*